Influenza viruses continue to take a heavy toll on public health worldwide. Despite prior infections or vaccinations, a hugely variable nature of the viruses (antigenic drift) and the frequent exchange of genetic materials among different strains (antigenic shift) leave the most human population vulnerable to subsequent infections. In particular, antigenic shift occasionally gives rise to a novel virus to which most human population has little pre-exiting immunity, causing a fatal damage to human health globally, as seen in past pandemics \[[@B1]\].

To be better prepared for influenza infections, considerable efforts have been made to develop a universal vaccine that provides a broad-spectrum protection against a variety of influenza viruses. While the strain-specific protection of a vaccine heavily relies on the hemagglutinin (HA)-inhibitory or viral-neutralizing antibodies that block the attachment of the HA of the virus to the host receptors (sialic acids), this is not a reliable approach to design a universal vaccine, especially because the globular head domain of the HA is considerably variable and therefore can easily escape from neutralization by pre-existing antibodies. It is not surprising that recent major advancements in the development of universal vaccine were made by the identifications of more conserved domains in surface antigens such as HA and M2 ion channel and by the discoveries of their responding antibodies *in vivo* \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. As a consequence, the HA stalk domain and the external domain of the M2 (M2e) have been extensively studied as attractive targets for a universal vaccine. Either as recombinant proteins or as synthetic small peptides, these conserved regions were used as immunogens to elicit broad-spectrum humoral responses. Alternatively, monoclonal antibodies (mAb) directed to the domains were evaluated for protective or therapeutic efficacy in passive immunization \[[@B3]-[@B5]\]. Whether through direct neutralization of virus or by associated mechanisms of virus clearance such as the antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity or complement cascade resulting in cytolysis, these antibodies were shown to elicit broadly neutralizing effects against distinct viral subtypes in several animal models, establishing the proof-of-concept for the design of a universal vaccine. However, their protective efficacy were generally weak or short-lived compared to classical inactivated or live attenuated influenza vaccines (LAIV), providing only partial protection against lethal infections \[[@B3]-[@B5]\]. This still leaves the development of a long-lasting and protective universal vaccine a real challenge. The mAbs to viral conserved domains may be better suited for therapeutic than prophylactic purposes, and despite high cost, would have undisputed benefits for high-risk groups, such as the elderly and immunocompromised, and against life-threatening influenza infections. Recombinant proteins or synthetic peptides engineered to contain only the HA stalk region appear to hardly confer sufficient protection against infection due to the lack of \'gold standard\' epitopes of the HA globular head domain. This led to a cocktail vaccine strategy combining the classical seasonal vaccine with the universal vaccine \[[@B6]\]. Such a vaccine formulation is likely to provide strain-specific protection against a matching strain as well as mitigating severe infection by drifted or newly emerged viruses.

Because of the highly variable nature of RNA viruses and relatively weak immunodominance of the conserved regions of viral proteins, the development of a universal influenza vaccine that ideally confers sufficient protection against all subtypes does not appear achievable within the near future. However, the availability of reverse genetics for influenza virus and better understanding on immune system open a wide range of possibilities of designing more broadly protective universal vaccine than they are now. If a previous strain-specific vaccine is rationally redesigned to efficiently present the antigen, for example the conserved regions in the HA stalk domain, to the immune system, the vaccine would remain protective against the matching strain and, at the same time, confer higher level of cross-protection against other strains. Such a strategy may be more difficult for inactivated or live attenuated vaccines than for recombinant protein vaccines because the modification of viral proteins occasionally leads to the loss of viral viability, limiting the production of the vaccines. LAIV nevertheless presents potential advantages over non-live vaccine modalities. Closely mimicking natural infection, the LAIV was shown to be able to stimulate all phases of immune responses including humoral and cell-mediated immunity, both systemically and locally. In particular, the LAIV delivers conserved internal proteins such as NP, M1, NS1, and polymerase complexes (PB1, PB2, and PA), to be processed and presented to cytotoxic T cells, conducive to broad heterosubtypic protection. In addition to the intrinsic cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-mediated cross-protection, the LAIV could be appropriately modified such that the HA stalk domains are processed and become more accessible to B cell receptors for antibody generation, one step closer to becoming a protective universal vaccine. Relevant to this expectation is the observation that natural infection or vaccination with the 2009 pandemic H1N1 virus, unlike those with seasonal influenza viruses, preferentially induced broadly neutralizing antibodies \[[@B7]-[@B9]\], which is auspicious for the design of cross-protective LAIV. More efforts should be dedicated to further identifying the conserved, yet unknown, epitopes of influenza viral proteins, not only on HA but neuraminidase (NA) as well. This would allow a wider choice of targets and strategies towards developing a universal vaccine. It is also possible that there exists potential cryptic epitopes in HA and NA that have been kept dormant and conserved because of the lack of immune selection during an influenza infection. The reverse genetic platform now allows not only the testing of the potential existence of such cryptic epitopes but also the \'activation\' of the epitopes by antigen presenting cells, eliciting cross-protective responses to various influenza viruses.

From the perspective of protection, vaccine strategies based only on the induction of antibodies to conserved regions in viral proteins should be applied with great caution since the broad protection are usually short-lived and the protection is compromised as compared to currently licensed vaccines. An ideal universal vaccine, therefore, should ultimately stimulate all the arms of immune responses that are directed not only to the conserved but also to the variable regions in surface antigens, as well as to the internal T-cell epitopes. Combining the cross-protective nature of LAIV with an efficient presentation of conserved epitopes, either pre-existing yet cryptic because of a lack of immune selection, will remain the major task in the rational design of a truly universal vaccine.
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